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THESIS DESIGN WORKSHOP OF SPACIAL

 EXPLORATIONS PART 2

OCTOBER 13, 2015 ⁄ LEAVE A COMMENT

Inclusive of the thesis design workshop was another series of short

 exercises lead by Tuliza Sindi, a Unit 2 tutor. These series of exercises

 allowed us to explore the spatial experiences, in abstract interpretations,

 which we intend for our individual interventions.

Part 1

We were asked to imagine and then draw/paint, without looking down at our

 page,  the experience each theme creates for primary and secondary users

 of the space.

Experience of Movement

The themes of experiences included:

1. Movement

2. Volume and Scale

3. Hierarchies within

4. Landmarks and Land Elements
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Part 2

The second half of the series was to translate the spatial intentions put on

 paper into a model medium expressing what we want our interventions to

 achieve spatially according to such a theme. This was to be done from one

 of the drawings of a selected theme. I chose to work with the experience of

 movement.

Translation of the spacial experience of Movement into a model medium

Making such intuitive decisions and responses allowed the creativity of ideas

 and concepts to flow. The spatial gestures created were analyzed and

 consideration was given as to how one can translate these into realities on

 our actual sites

THESIS DESIGN WORKSHOP OF SPACIAL

 EXPLORATIONS PART 1

OCTOBER 13, 2015 ⁄ LEAVE A COMMENT

For a full week Unit 2 were involved in a design workshop that explored the

 spacial possibilities of each of our sites within our individual thesis

 interventions. Various short exercises of different mediums that were mostly

 based on intuitive responses assisted us in such an exploration.

Section Sketches

Key spacial section within my intervention
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The first exercise involved drawing up sections of the key spaces that make

 up our intervention, looking closely at the spatial relationships, interfaces as

 well as form and functional possibilities of such core spaces and how these

 translate into horizontal and vertical planes. One of the key spaces within

 my thesis intervention is the railway gap separating JAG and Noord taxi

 rank, my intention being to bridge the gap through a landscaped bridge

 connecting the two nodal areas together and in turn extending Joubert Park

 over the railways.

Key spacial section inclusive of Joubert Park

This exercise forced me to consider the height and structural implications

 involved in spanning a bridge across either side, most notably the clearance

 height needed for the railway trains. Another key space within my thesis

 intervention is that of Joubert Park itself. Considering this exercise, I realized

 that it was not ideal to add any structural form to the Park but to rather keep

 it as  an undisturbed public space for the citizens of Johannesburg.

Model Explorations

The second exercise involved translating the spatial explorations and

 realizations of the first exercise into model forms.

Base canvas

As a starting point I created a platform of which to relate the surrounding

 buildings and elements as well as urban fabric to my modelled spaces.

Model 1

My first model involved trying to consolidate the existing functions within the

 Park into one built form on the eastern edge of the Park. In doing this, it

 further made me realize that placing a grand form in the Park only took away

 from the public realm, leaving me to consider spaces below surface level to

 accommodate the existing organizations in the Park.
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Model 2 within its context

My second and third model involved exploring the spatial possibilities that

 would accommodate my main programme within my intervention. I looked

 at continuing and linking the existing built axis around my site to make up

 the creation of spaces within my built form. By doing this, I tried to give my

 spaces and forms an inherent logic and relational meaning.

Model 2 as a stand alone

Model 3 within its context

Model 3 as a stand alone

Having done these exercises, it pushed me to consider possible spatial

 intentions of my overall thesis intervention- ones that I would of only come

 to make at a later stage  in my current development if I had been left on my

 own. From doing this, I have made certified decisions towards my overall

 scheme, realized my short comings and realized what aspects need more

 research to evolve into realistic scenarios. These exercises also gave me

 creative inspiration by setting my mind free to explore spaces and forms

 without the set back of rational limitations. I have discovered many more

 tools to assist me with any design exploration.
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THESIS DEVELOPMENT PART 2- URBAN

 DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURAL INTENTIONS

OCTOBER 12, 2015 ⁄ LEAVE A COMMENT

To summarize my overall intentions I plan to develop an overall urban design

 framework of the area and my architectural intentions include a new urban

 agriculture institute, green infrastructure of growing gardens and fields as

 well as consolidating the existing functions in the park into one shared

 space. I have also grouped specific programme functions within

 each architectural intentions for ease of spatial planning.

Displayed and communicated above are the overall urban design intentions

 that i have conducted for the area of Joubert Park. In relation to my urban

 design framework, I have researched, selected and proven that it possible

 for a structurally sound Over-Truss Steel Bridge to span the railway gap in

 the form of a landscaped bridge.
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From my urban design framework i identified the exact site of my physical

 building, resolved the structural mass and support of my building over the

 railway gap and began to spatially group my programme functions within

 sectional masses. I then proceeded to test out possible forms, movement,

 scale and light through sectional representations in line with my structural

 resolution.

THESIS DEVELOPMENT PART 1-

 IDENTIFYING THEMES, CONCEPT, SITE

 AND PROGRAMME

SEPTEMBER 27, 2015 ⁄ LEAVE A COMMENT

At the onset of our thesis developments, I was extremely uncertain as to

 what exact intervention stance I was wanting to take. However, I was

 very convinced and set on a particular site selection, that being the

 neighborhood of Joubert Park. In saying this, my thesis intervention became

 very much driven by my site engagement, investigation and personal

 immersion experiences. All my preconceived ideas of this area slowly

 transformed after every site visit and in recognizing them, my intervention
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 evolved.

Site investigation

Joubert Park is a suburb of Johannesburg that shares its name with the

 largest park in the Central Business District. The park itself is one of the very

 few green public spaces in the dense, inner city of Johannesburg and lies

 just behind the Noord Street taxi rank, a few blocks from Park Station and is

 also home to the Johannesburg Art gallery (JAG).

Upon choosing the suburb of Joubert Park to locate my thesis intervention, I

 conducted a thorough investigation of the area inclusive of the mapping out

 of land use, transportation nodes and routes, as well as documenting and

 engaging with the various different agents located within the area.

Site investigation

I further went on to mapping out the density of pedestrian footprint,

 documented the physical characteristics of the site as well as the location

 and typology of the immense formal and informal trade happening within the

 area. I also conducted participatory surveys with the users and residents of

 the area, some of which were part of the Joubert Park community.

Having conducted such a thorough site investigation, a few aspects became

 very distinctive and informative. They included:

1. An extensive residential presence.

2. Two surrounding transport nodes with a high density, influx of people

 and activity.
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3. A railway gap that divides the park and a major hub of activity.

4. An art gallery that is divorced and unrelated to its surroundings.

5. Retail centres with blunt public interfaces.

6. Organizations within the park are fenced off, scattered and divided.

7. The Greenhouse project concept and the Victorian Greenhouse heritage

 building  that are currently inactive.

8. An immense trading activity with limited space, resources and storage

 facilities.

9. The depiction of an unsafe environment.

10. And a green public space of social engagement/interaction and retreat

 that is treasured and loved by its users and the surrounding residents.

Area stakeholders of the Joubert neighborhood

Being immersed within the neighborhood for a number of site visits, I

 identified the various stakeholders and agents acting within the area and

 within the park itself. Ultimately I began to consider the importance of such

 stakeholders being included in my client and user categories for my

 intervention to really hold meaning and be contextually relevant. I then went

 on to identifying key corresponding and similar community needs that

 allowed for the mutual wellbeing of all the stakeholders involved.

Concept and guiding principles

Considering Joubert Park as a major contributor to the public realm of the

 inner city and with environmental sustainability being the prime focus and

 importance of our generation, and with the built environment playing a major
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 role in its promotion, I began to question how we, as designers, can develop

 the public realm so that it enhances social integration, cohesion and living

 opportunities for the mutual well-being of a community using sustainable

 principles and practices? As well as how we can guide urban development

 in a manner that places the wellbeing of all people and sustainability at its

 core? The concept of designing for the community together with the

 concept of urban agriculture seemed fitting as community needs and

 wellbeing together with sustainable and interactive

 practices seemingly merge together to shift the paradigms of environmental

 sustainability towards practices that promote and support social urban life

 in the context of the public realm.

Driving forces of my design

With urban agriculture and spaces within the public sphere being the driving

 force behind my thesis intervention, I began to consider the importance of

 the relationship and interface that these two drivers create and how together

 they generate a social impact on a primary secondary and tertiary level. In

 addition, I identified my values and attitudes towards public space as well

 as looked at the ways in which urban agriculture can truly empower people,

 that being through household food security, job opportunities, social

 interaction and self-sufficient skills to name only a few.

Architectural and landscape programme intervention outline

To further develop my thesis intentions, I established an architectural and

 landscape programme intervention based upon an urban agriculture
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 institute as the built form and gardens and fields as green infrastructure.

User categories and corresponding needs and opportunities for each

I then went on to identifying my user categories (drawn from my stakeholder

 analysis) and established how, through my intervention, I am fulfilling a

 purpose, need or opportunity for each. One point to note is the current

 development of the JDA, which involves a green roof garden scheme

 around Joubert Park. The various roof top gardens of the surrounding

 residential buildings will support and reinforce my urban agriculture

 intentions through my resident users and vice versa.

PHIL ASTLEY’S VISIT TO UJ FOR ONE WEEK

SEPTEMBER 27, 2015 ⁄ LEAVE A COMMENT

Unit 2’s week with Phil Astley included various discussions and

 presentations around the notion of strategic planning methods and the

 delivery of healthcare infrastructure with keeping in mind Open Building

 concepts and applications. Considerations towards environmental, social

 and spatial spheres seemed to govern all planning strategies. Although the

 emphasis was around healthcare, lessons on the process and mechanisms

 of thoughtful decision-making to enable future success towards the

 direction of our individual thesis schemes was demonstrated and realized.

 My thesis mission became that much clearer.

Apart from the formal presentations, we were asked to participate in various

 exercises and individual tasks which included the following:
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– Identifying the drivers for change, at a strategic level, of our individual

 thesis schemes and how these drivers differ  from each other in terms of

 importance and certainty/uncertainty.

– Recognizing the flow of activities of  our  potential users and the

 corresponding spaces that need to be accommodated for.

– Factoring in time frames for the narrative of our individual thesis schemes.

– Researching and examining medical technologies that could change the

 spacial organization of healthcare infrastructure.

– A Pecha Kutcha Powerpoint presentation of a maximum of 10 slides in a 3

 minute time frame that outlined our approach, process and current stance of

 our thesis development in a brief concise way. The presentation was an

 opportunity for me to push myself into recognizing the key themes I am
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 dealing with, come to grips with my core issues and realize the way forward

 for now. My thesis narrative evolved on so many levels from just doing this

 brief presenation.

 

In addition we were each given individual crit sessions with Astley to discuss

 our intentions of our thesis schemes. During my session he certainly helped

 me in so many ways. He clarified all my ideas and intentions on an urban

 design and architectural level as well as forced me to focus on key themes

 and how those key themes transform themselves into smaller interventions

 that form a whole. His advice also gave me more confidence to develop my

 ideas further. 
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In general the week with Astley was extremely beneficial towards my own

 thesis development. It was also very interesting to see how the notions of

 Open Building in relation to the systems of development in healthcare

 infrastructure can merge together to form a more meaningful approach.

 Primary, secondary and tertiary systems formed the different levels of its

 strategic planning.

NAIROBI TRIP REFLECTION

SEPTEMBER 25, 2015 ⁄ LEAVE A COMMENT

My visit to Nairobi, Kenya, together with my colleagues of Unit 2, exceeded

 all my expectations. On arrival, tired and worn out from the early morning

 flight, the car drive to our hotel was a bumpy journey of trafficated mayhem.

 The chaos of the traffic immediately made me realize that this city was way

 more dense than original perceived, only setting the stage for many other

 changing perceptions towards this highly urbanized city.

The objective of Unit 2’s visit to Kenya was to examine and explore the

 informality of the living conditions that majority of its people are subjected to

 as well as to try bring value to possible solutions towards this pressing issue

 of the need for formal housing in the context of limited space, resources and

 funding. With the  experiences of our visit, the aim was to also bring home

 lessons that could be applied to a South African context.
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Accompanied by Slum Dwellers International, consisting of a diverse

 spectrum of professional disciplines, we visited different informal

 settlements/slums around the city, namely Kiberu and Makhuru. Through

 our time spent with this organization, it became clear that this organization

 represented the voice of the people, adopting participatory tools to deduce

 the wants and needs of the slum dwellers in order for them to be part of the

 decision-making process of finding solutions to the pressing housing issues.

 The organization also formed a crucial role in mediating the concerns

 between the slum dwellers and higher level powers.

Upon visiting the settlement/slum of Kiberu, we came across one of the first

 large low-cost housing developments called the Kiberu Railway housing

 project funded by the local authorities together with the Railway company.

 The laws of the Kenyan authorities make no provision for any housing

 subsidies, however, due to the hazard and inhuman qualities of the slum

 residents settling along the railway tracks, action had to be taken to

 permanently remove these residents away from the tracks. This project

 proved to be a major break through as housing was provided and funded by

 the authorities even though the design of such a development could have

 arguably been more integrated into the context of its surroundings, more

 sensitive towards the varying cultures and current activities as well as

 been more structured to enable further formal growth in the area.
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The process of achieving such a milestone in the provision of formal housing

 demonstrated the intangible, intricate and arduous processes of

 negotiations, engagement, collaboration and contest that also occurred in

 its implementation and decision-making amongst the slum dwellers, the

 Railway Company (being the owners of the land), the Slum Dwellers

 International as well as the local authorities. From this, one can deduce that

 such housing and informality issues stretch far beyond spacial scenarios

 and limitations but rather includes a complex process of mediation, politics,

 land ownership, opposing contributions and economic factors. Hence in

 trying to solve such an issue, as designers, we need to consider all such

 factors.

Not only does the intangible process of resolutions hold importance but one

 can also learn from the actual intangible realities of any given site, such as

 the aura of a site, the current spacial activities on the site as well as

 the opportunities in the surrounding patterns and systems that are all

 beyond face value. As designers we must thus use the positives of the

 intangible realities of any site to identify gaps in our proposed

 interventions. Ultimately the intangibles need to inform the tangible of

 the every intervention.

Besides visiting the informal slums/settlements in Nairobi, we were very

 privileged  to visit the head quarters of the UN Habitat. It was there that we

 were given various presentations on their current and previously

 implemented on-the-ground projects, focused around environmentally and

 socially sustainable policy solutions towards the pressing issues of Africa.

 What I realized was that the paradigms of the top-down supply of solutions

 was shifting towards a more bottom-up approach in all projects they

 undertook.
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In addition to examining informality in Nairobi, we were given a chance to

 explore the highly urbanized city and its outskirts. What came as a surprise

 was that certain areas, similar to Johannesburg, were strategically zoned

 according to class and/or financial stature –  the city of Nairobi is divided

 and is in no way holistically integrated. Other aspects I noted was the vast,

 well attended open public spaces pocketed around the inner city as well as

 the influence of colonial and modernist movements in the architecture.

 Nairobi’s inner city is also extremely clean (one is not even allowed to

 smoke on the streets) and its governance is somewhat strict and regimental.

 However its people are incredibly kind, hospitable and friendly. Although

 being a South African, conversation always lead to the xenophobic attacks

 in our country and quite often they would express their dislike towards our

 local people, labelling them as lazy, aggressive and destructive, which is

 only understandable due to the negative media and human error of

 generalization. I must admit, South Africans have so far tainted their African

 name.

We also had the opportunity of visiting the Rift Valley, where we experienced
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 a once in a life time bicycle ride on one of its reserves, surrounded by

 breath-taking sceneries and wildlife so close to our paths. I also got

 to experience a boat ride on Lake Naivasha that yet again took my breath

 away – the bird life, extensive waters, hippos and exquisite sunset formed a

 moment of absolute serenity and beauty. These experiences will forever

 remain a special part in my memory.

To conclude, in considering Johannesburg and Kenya, informality seems like

 a prominent feature in both city fabrics, posing as a challenge on both an

 urban and architectural scale. Much time, innovation, patience and finance

 is needed in order to resolve such issues but also, as designers, many

 lessons can be learnt from its resolution.

FADA JOINT COMMUNITY PROJECT –

 DESIGN FOR AND WITH LOCAL

 COMMUNITIES – PART 2

SEPTEMBER 25, 2015 ⁄ LEAVE A COMMENT

In addition to acquiring a design intervention to help solve the contemporary

 social issues of the area, observing the structure and unique framework of
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 the neighborhood became of much interest. Typically, the neighborhood has

 narrow internal roads, one story double pitched houses, building lines

 extremely close to the pavement edge and spaza shops incorporated into

 the housing grain. Semi-public paved roads form tertiary roads, acting as an

 “entrance” into some houses and open green spaces are dispersed in

 pockets amongst the houses. An in depth analysis of such a neighborhood

 tissue is further translated into a separate group analysis presentation.

To further reflect on my experience in Westbury certain notions and

 realizations were established. As designers from multiple disciplines it is

 within our professions to have a specialized knowledge of communicational,

 technical, analytical and problem solving skills in order to fulfill a purpose,

 desire or need. Innovative, creative and outof- the-box ideas/thinking

 govern such professions and working as a team, together with others, is

 what drives much of the success of such professions. Being an aspiring

 architect, it is within my discipline specifically that we are trained with the

 necessary tools to fully understand the dynamics and inner context of our

 sites as well as clients’ desires, helping them achieve their goals and

 translating these purposes into a working solution or materialization. In

 saying this, a design practice brings great value to pressing social problems,

 as a designer’s ability to communicate, analyze, problem solve and fulfill a

 need, purpose or desire is inherently instilled in him or her. Similarly,

 community experience and knowledge is the key in recognizing pressing

 contemporary social problems, unlocking many layers invisible to surface

 value. Inherently, the community becomes a designer’s client.
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 Understanding collective community needs results in a meaningful relevant

 design intervention. In addition, when long-term relationships are

 established between design departments and nearby communities, a trust is

 built between them and thus more collaborative sharing, exchange and

 dispersing of knowledge will occur. Students within the design departments

 can use these neighborhoods as teaching grounds and quite possibly the

 community can draw upon and benefit from the ideas and solutions

 provided. In saying this, when entering a community to investigate the social

 issues occurring, one needs to always be mindful and respectful of the

 people and the surroundings. For example, only snap shot at the consent of

 the people within the photo and briefly inform the people of the reason of

 your questioning without making any promises. Establishing a trust and

 relationship amongst the people of the community is essential. Even if it’s a

 brief encounter, ones demeanor needs to be amiable. With such an

 approach, research methods and tools best suited to working with

 communities include critical engagement through the exchange of

 information in interviews and discussions. However, one needs to be

 conscious of the structuring of questions so as not to lead an answer or

 discussion in one direction. Fully understanding the history and background

 of a neighborhood through investigation and research of archives or any

 other form of reading material is also crucial. Interactive surveys inclusive of

 a variety of age groups, both genders and people of different backgrounds

 are a tool most valuable in achieving a general responsive understanding of

 collective needs and preferences as well as the general outlook and

 opinions of the community. Being immersed within an environment for an

 appropriate duration of time also allows one to analyze ones observations

 and draw upon such observations to inform a critical assessment. Such

 research approaches and methods are essential in a community-based

 design practice enabling a means of authentic participation.





































EXPLORATIONS IN URBAN DESIGN &

 ARCHITECTURE: MULTI-LAYERED, MIXED

 NEIGHBORHOODS IN NEWTOWN

 JOHANNESBURG PART 1

MARCH 22, 2015 ⁄ LEAVE A COMMENT

Part 1 of assignment 3 was located in the context of Newtown/Fordsburg.

 The aim of the assignment was to conduct an in-depth site analysis of the

 area and respond accordingly with an urban design intervention.

The unit was divided into 4 groups and we were to negotiate an overall urban

 framework for the site, with each group proposing a detailed framework

 within the scale of an allocated portion of the entire site. I was in group b,

 being a portion in Fordsburg.

Site analysis

Site analysis

Site analysis

The overall principles for the framework

Connectivity and linkages between existing nodes

Pedestrian friendly routes and linkages

Densifying
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PORTION B URBAN DESIGN FRAMEWORK PLAN

Mixing uses

COMBINED URBAN DESIGN FRAMEWORK MODEL

DESIGN GOALS:

– CREATE SOCIAL COHESION AND PROMOSTION OF A HEALTHY

 LIFESTYLE

– CREATE MORE OPEN SPACES FOR RECREATION

– DENSIFY THE AREA TO PROMOTE THE MICRO-ECONOMY

– MAINTAIN EXISTING NATIONAL/INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS
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PEOPLE & INFRASTRUCTURE PART 3

FEBRUARY 21, 2015 ⁄ LEAVE A COMMENT

To further protect the residents

 walking on the pavements, I have

 designed a defense screen that

 encloses the pavement at

 intervals.

This defense screen is known as

 Prosolve 370e, being a

 decorative architectural screen

 that can effectively reduce air

 pollution and is typically used on

 the facades of buildings. The

 screen is coated with a superfine

 titanium dioxide, a pollution

 fighting technology that is

 activated by ambient daylight. The photocatalytic  screen traps and filters

 many of the harmful pollutants.

So as not to be limited to the attachment to the residential boundary walls,

 this purification “chimney” can also be placed between pavement and

 street, so the two way air purification emission at the bottom of the
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 “chimney”can be applicable to the pavement side and street side as

 opposed to garden and pavement.

Krugersdorp is a mining city in the West Rand, Johannesburg. I have chosen

 Krugersdorp as a case study site location as its an example of residential

 areas in Johannesburg surrounded by both mining dumps and tailing dams.

 It is within these areas that large amounts of wind blown dust

 pollution occurs and poses both as a nuisance and health risk.

The amount of air purification systems needed to surround the boundary of a

 home will depend on how bad the quality of air is for each residential area.
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PEOPLE & INFRASTRUCTURE PART 2

FEBRUARY 19, 2015 ⁄ LEAVE A COMMENT

PRECEDENT 1

Pollution carried by emissions of PM2.5 particles in Tianjin, China led to the

 premature deaths of 1,200 residents in 2011 alone, while increased levels of

 smog across china have sparked reports of bad wind, carrying significant

 health and financial costs. The ‘clean air tower’ by Alexander

 Balchin combines vertical architecture with industrial technologies and self-

generated power to clean 8,500,000 m³ of air per year for residents, office

 workers and citizens. Breezes are accelerated through the south facing

 solar chimney. Electro-static precipitators ionize soot and PM2.5 particles

 and collect them at oppositely charged plates inside the atrium shaft. This

 way, the poisons are retrieved and clean air expelled at the peak, providing

 clean air for approximately one square mile of the city. The tower is

 modular, allowing it to be built in toxic regions of the country, then de-

constructed and relocated as the atmosphere is improved. The number of

 units stacked up is determined by the harshness of the air and the office

 and residential needs of the metropolis.

PRECEDENT 2

Nemesi & Partners have unveiled plans for the Palazzo Italia – a six story

 structure that will generate its own electricity while purifying the air!

 Designed to mimic an urban forest, the external facade is made from over

 900 panels that form a unique geometric texture while creating a dance

 between shadow and light within the building.

The external facade of the Palazzo Italia is made from a special type of air-

cleaning cement patented by Italcementi. According to the architects, “In

 direct sunlight, the active principle contained in the material ‘captures’

 certain pollutants present in the air and converts them into inert salts,
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 helping to purify the atmosphere from smog.”

Inspired by traditional Italian villages, the internal structure of the Palazzo

 Italia takes the form of a central square. Four separate blocks will surround

 this square to provide space for exhibitions, events, offices and meeting

 rooms. Temporary “Cardo buildings” will also provide European Union

 spaces, additional exhibition spaces, and restaurants.

PRECEDENT 3

Designers Mario Caceres and Cristian Canonico have designed a set of

 beautiful air-filtering trees for the SHIFTboston urban intervention contest.

 Called TREEPODS, the designs harnesses biomimicry to efficiently emulate

 the carbon filtration qualities of trees.The TREEPOD systems are capable

 of removing carbon dioxide from the air and releasing oxygen using a

 carbon dioxide removal process called “humidity swing,”. In addition to their

 air-cleansing abilities, TREEPODS will also include solar energy panels and

 will harvest kinetic energy through an interactive seesaw that visitors can

 play with at the TREEPOD’s base. As passersby play on the seesaws they

 power displays that explain the TREEPODS’ de-carbonization process. Both

 the solar panels and thekinetic energy station will power the air filtration

 process, as well as interior lights.

The TREEPODS themselves will be made entirely of recycled/recyclable

 plastic from drink bottles. Based not only on trees, but on the human lung,

 the design of the “branches” will feature multiple contact points that serve

 as tiny CO2 filters. The TREEPODS have been compared to “urban

 furniture”: sleek yet functional design pieces that would fit into any urban

 environment. At night, the TREEPODS light up in an array of eye-catching

 colors.

Caceres and Canonico hope that these “trees” will function not just as

 examples of gorgeous urban design and sources of sustainable energy, but

 also as meeting places, allowing citizens to have an air purifying tree to sit

 under with friends and enjoy the day.
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PRECEDENT 4

The Hospital Manuel Gea Gonzalez is used to helping Mexico City’s sick, but

 the new façade of the Torre de Especialidades is also helping the

 environment. A hive-like double skinned façade made of Elegant

 Embellishments’ prosolve370e modules has been installed to help clean up

 the city’s polluted air. The decorative façade is both functional and

 fashionable, helping to soak up air pollution and creating a better quality of

 life.

The ornate double skin was designed by Prosolve, and it was chosen for its

 anti-microbial and de-polluting properties that also create a beautiful design

 statement. Prosolve tiles are coated with superfine titanium dioxide, which

 fights pollution when activated by ambient daylight. When installed near

 heavy traffic or on building facades, the tiles help to neutralize emissions

 and other toxins, stopping them dead in their tracks. A network of the tiles

 not only helps to clean the air entering their host buildings, but also the air in

 the urban setting.

Aside from acting as an incredible urban air filter, the prosolve370e skin acts

 as a natural light filtration system and solar gain blocker for the interior of

 the Hospital Manuel Gea Gonzalez, effectively saving the hospital’s energy

 bill for climate control and light.

By proposing to develop and design an air purification infrastructural system,

 I have researched an existing air filtration device that removes fine particles

 of dust and smoke from a flowing gas using the force of an induced electro

 static charge. This electrostatic precipitator minimally impedes the flow of
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 gases. The air (gas) becomes ionized causing the dust particles to become

 negatively charged and to stick to the positively charged vertical plate. The

 air flows past completely pure and free of dust particles.

By combining

 the electrostatic precipitator technology into a “’chimney”’ like form,

 polluted air is suctioned into the “chimney” at its peak and the air current is

 then accelerated passed the precipitator technology within. This way the

 toxic particles are sucked out of the air current which is expelled at the

 bottom of the “’chimney’’, providing clean, healthy air.

However, to

 make this

 infrastructural

 system

 applicable to

 neighbourhoods in close proximity to mine dumps and tailing dams, I have

 inserted this ‘”chimney” system into the residential garden boundary walls,

 so clean air can be expelled directly into the gardens of the individual

 houses, surrounding the houses with clean air.

To
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 accommodate residents walking on the streets, the clean air that is expelled

 at the bottom of the “chimney” is split 2 ways (residential garden side and

 pavement side).

This ‘”chimney” form is then designed to provide shade on the pavement

 side with air purification plants accommodated on top of the shader.

 The indiginous Spekboom species of the green roof shader requires near to

 no watering and this species uses the consumption of CO2 more so than

 any indiginous plant to survive. This species is not limited to the green roof

 shader, but can be planted along the pavement and within the residential

 gardens.
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PEOPLE & INFRASTRUCTURE PART 1

FEBRUARY 19, 2015 ⁄ LEAVE A COMMENT

JOHANNESBURG AIR POLLUTION SOURCES

Deteriorating urban air quality has the potential for human health and

 environmental effects. Health impacts associated with exposure to poor air

 quality include cardiovascular and respiratory diseases as well as eye and

 throat irritation. Those most at risk to air pollution include the elderly,

 individuals with pre-existing heart or lung disease, asthmatics and children.

Johannesburg is the economic and financial hub of South Africa and the

 centre of mining administration and services. The main pollution sources

 identified in the City include domestic fuel burning, vehicles, mining

 operations, industrial activities and waste disposal and incineration.
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Problem tree reflecting the main concerns regarding mine tailing dams and

 dumps

Mining operations are significant sources of dust emissions. Dust sources

 associated with mining activities include materials handling activities, dust-

entrainment, crushing and screening activities and wind-blown dust from

 mine tailings dams. The contribution to air pollution from mine dumps is a

 serious and ongoing concern for many residential areas in close proximity

 due to windblown dust. This typically occurs during incidents of high wind

 speeds. The results are large amounts of dust transported from open and

 exposed tailings dams depositing onto nearby residential areas, posing both

 a nuisance and a health risk. A major concern is the chemical composition

 of the dust, as mine dust is known to carry potentially toxic chemicals.

By challenging conventional ways of infrastructure, I propose to develop and

 design an air purification infrastructural system to be implemented in the

 neighborhoods of the residential areas in close proximity to mining tailing

 dams and dumps. The air purification system will address the highly relevant

 and pressing issues of health concerns within these areas. I shall be

 exploring the interface between this infrastructural system and the people of

 these areas.
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NEIGHBORHOOD IMMERSSION

FEBRUARY 16, 2015 ⁄ LEAVE A COMMENT

Having spent approximately three full days in Jeppestown, I established a

 certain perception of the neighborhood and its community. The immediate

 response to my immersion was, however, somewhat personal. Having

 watched the film “Jeppe on a Friday,” it inspired me to create my own film

 that reflected my interpretation of my journey through the neighborhood.

My time spent in Jeppestown involved spending a great deal of time with the

 residents and workers of the neighborhood, observing and examining my

 surrounds in detail, and snap-shotting everything that I found fascinating

 about the neighborhood. I conducted many interviews with its residents,

 asking what they did in their free time within the outdoors of the

 neighborhood. This followed through with many other questions as to where

 and why. I came to a conclusion that many of the residents left Jeppestown

 on the weekend and ventured elsewhere due to many factors present or

 lacking within the neighborhood. It was from there that I decided to

 document the general factors pulling people out of Jeppe and the factors

 that attracted people to Jeppe.

The general factors pulling people out of Jeppe included crime, violence, the
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 activities happening within the abandoned buildings of the area, as well as

 the lack of clean interactive green spaces, anchor trade and eateries and the

 availability of established places for the youth and elderly to interact. The

 factors attracting people to Jeppe included the surrounding markets,

 informal trade, the taxi establishments, as well as the works of Bjala Square,

 the unique eateries and trade of the area and the most preferred of all, the

 Jeppestown park.

PUSHES AND PULLS IN TO AND OUT OF JEPPESTOWN

My journey through Jeppestown was extremely fascinating and a great eye-

opener to say the least. The people of the community were most informative

 and extremely friendly given the fact that I was a complete stranger to all of

 them. I would like to acknowledge and thank them all, as I couldn’t have

 created my film without them nor could of I have gained such insight of the

 neighborhood.
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